Automatic annotation of images with descriptive words is a challenging problem with vast applications in the areas of image search and retrieval. This problem can be viewed as a label-assignment problem by a classifier dealing with a very large set of labels, i.e., the vocabulary set. We propose a novel annotation method that employs two layers of sparse coding and performs coarse-to-fine labeling. Themes extracted from the training data are treated as coarse labels. Each theme is a set of training images that share a common subject in their visual and textual contents. Our system extracts coarse labels for training and test images without requiring any prior knowledge. Vocabulary words are the fine labels to be associated with images. Most of the annotation methods achieve low recall due to the large number of available fine labels, i.e., vocabulary words. These systems also tend to achieve high precision for highly frequent words only while relatively rare words are more important for search and retrieval purposes. Our system not only outperforms various previously proposed annotation systems, but also achieves symmetric response in terms of precision and recall. Our system scores and maintains high precision for words with a wide range of frequencies. Such behavior is achieved by intelligently reducing the number of available fine labels or words for each image based on coarse labels assigned to it.
I. INTRODUCTION
Automatic annotation of images with accurate textual labels or words is a challenging yet important problem. Such systems have potentially vast applications in the areas of image search and retrieval where search engines have to retrieve appropriate images in response to textual queries of users. The image annotation process can be viewed as a label-assignment problem where a classifier has to choose appropriate labels or words for each image from a large variety of labels, i.e., the set of vocabulary words. Therefore, we use the terms 'word' and 'label' interchangeably in this paper.
Performance of image annotation systems is generally measured in terms of mean precision-per-word and mean recall-perword scores. Precision(P ) and recall(R) scores are dependent on true positive(T P ), f alse positive(F P ) and f alse negative(F N ) values.
P =
T P T P + F P , R = T P T P + F N ,
Let us assume that an annotation system is based on a random classifier. This classifier chooses a set of unique labels Z such that z = |Z| for a given image from the set of all available labels, i.e., the vocabulary set W where M = |W| (Z ⊂ W). The number of all possible subsets of size z is given by
If Z l denotes the number of all possible subsets of size z containing a certain label/word w l , then
Let p(w l ) denote the probability of assigning label/word w l to the image whilep(w l ) is the probability of not assigning this label/word to the image.
If X is the fraction of all images that have label/word w l as their true label, then probabilities of true positive, f alse positive and f alse negative are as follows.
In general, z << M , i.e., only a few labels/words are assigned to each image whereas a large number of words are part of the vocabulary set. Using all these relations in Equation 1, we gain the following insight into the precision and recall scores.
For a simple annotation system based on a random classifier,
• Precision for a word is directly proportional to its frequency, i.e., highly frequent words or labels tend to get better precision scores.
• Recall for a word is inversely proportional to the size of the labels' set, i.e., large number of available words or labels causes lower recall scores. The above analysis explains the behavior of various previously proposed annotation system. Most of the previously proposed systems achieve much lower recall score than the precision score. This type of imbalanced response is rooted in the large vocabulary or labels' set available to image annotation systems. Moreover, image annotation systems achieve better precision scores for highly frequent words. Research in the field of text search and retrieval concluded that relatively rare words are more important in search and retrieval scenario than highly frequent words [105] . In terms of information theory, highly frequent words are the "expected" events and rare words are the "surprising" events. Surprising events or rare words have more information content than expected events.
In this paper, we propose a novel image annotation system that overcomes the above mentioned shortcomings in the response of previously proposed image annotation systems. Our system employs multiple layers of sparse coding and performs coarseto-fine labeling of images. System identifies distinct themes present in the training data without requiring any additional prior knowledge and uses these themes as coarse labels for test images. Each theme is defined by a set of training images that share a common subject in their visual and textual contents. Vocabulary words are the fine labels which are then assigned to the test image in light of the coarse labels of themes assigned to it.
Sparse coding is the process of learning a sparse representation of an input signal in terms of coefficients of a set of basis vectors or predictor variables. Structured sparse coding assumes that there is inherent group structure among predictor variables and employs that structure while modeling input signal. Sparse coding has been widely used in image processing and computer vision communities for problems with small labels' sets such as face recognition and image classification [26] , [35] , [112] . Previously proposed sparse coding based annotation systems require explicit specification of coarse labels [31] , [118] . Such labels are not explicitly available with all datasets.
Our system employs two layers of sparse coding that use training images as predictor variables. The first layer takes the group structure of the predictor variables into account, in terms of the themes available in the training data. This layer assigns coarse labels or themes to test images. The second layer deal with only images and labels of the themes relevant to the given test image. Our system increases its scope of application by identifying coarse labels without requiring any prior knowledge.
Sparse coding is the process of learning a sparse representation of an input signal in terms of coefficients of a set of basis signals or predictors. Structured sparse coding indicates that the basis vectors or predictors have inherent group structure which is taken into account while learning sparse representation of the target signal. The idea of sparse coding has been widely used in the field of image processing for feature selection and codebook generation [35] , [38] , [55] as well as face recognition and image classification [26] , [112] . In case of feature selection or codebook generation, each visual feature is treated as a basis vector or a predictor and the goal of the system is to select important visual feature. In many face recognition and image classification systems, training images are treated as basis vectors or predictors. The goal of the system is to find out which class of training images matches most closely with the given test image. Classification systems usually deal with a small number of class labels while image annotation is a large labels' set problem where each item is assigned multiple labels. Some systems incorporate class or coarse labels in the process of sparse learning which are not readily available for image annotation datasets [31] , [118] . Our system increases its scope of application by identifying coarse labels without requiring any prior knowledge.
The proposed system employs two layers of sparse coding. The first layer treats all training images as predictors and the test image as the target signal. It incorporates the group structure among predictors, i.e., the theme-based groups of training images. It learns a sparse representation of the test images over grouped training images and determines the groups or themes most relevant to the the test image as their coarse labels. The second layer only processes the training images and the vocabulary words of the relevant themes. The relevant vocabulary set is smaller than the overall vocabulary set and constitutes the intelligently reduced set of available labels that improves the recall score of the system. For a word w of the relevant vocabulary set, sparse representation of the test image is estimated over the training images of the relevant themes tagged with word w. Quality of the learned representation indicates whether or not the test image should be associated with the word w. We define a cosine similarity based measure to assess the quality of the learned sparse representation.
Mean precision per word (P ) and mean recall per word (R) are used as evaluation measures for image annotation system. In general, one of these measures can be improved at the cost of the other. F-score incorporates the trade-off between precision and recall and is defined as harmonic mean of precision and recall.
Various previously published papers regarding image annotation systems report results in terms of F-score. Our system is designed to overcome the tendency of low recall for annotation systems without sacrificing precision. Hence, it outperforms other systems in terms of F-score. Our system also maintains its high precision score for words with wide range of frequencies. Thus our system is practically much more precise for high information content words of low frequency than other image annotation systems. We performed thorough experimentation to prove the qualities of the proposed system. Note that the words of the vocabulary sets are the target 'labels' that an automatic image annotation system needs to assign to images. In this paper, we use the terms 'word' and 'label' interchangeably to refer to the words of the vocabulary set.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. We discuss literature regarding image annotation and sparse coding in Section II. The problem of image annotation is formally defined in Section III. Section IV describes the overall architecture of the proposed system. Results of experimental evaluation are presented in Section V followed by the concluding remarks in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK A. Image Annotation
Automatic image annotation is the task of predicting individual words as labels for any given image. A variety of approaches have been proposed to build image annotation systems in the past, ranging from relevance models from the domain of machine translation to the nearest neighbor type algorithms. Relevance model from the domain of machine translation was adapted to treat visual features as a language that needs to be translated into words [29] , [40] , [57] , [70] . Relevance model is a generative modeling scheme. Relevance model and support vector machine, generative and discriminative models respectively, are combined in [71] . Performance of all of these systems tends to be highly imbalanced in terms of precision and recall, indicating that the systems are precise for only highly frequent words. In contrast, our system is designed to maintain its performance for a wide range of word-frequencies. Annotation systems like [27] , [34] , [59] , [77] , [107] identify 'nearest neighbors' of the test image from which to propagate the labels to the test image. Canonical correlation analysis has been used to improve the performance of such nearest-neighbor type systems [11] . Systems based on nearest-neighbor type algorithms outperform relevance model based systems at the cost of increased computational complexity.
Many systems were designed to employ object and action recognition systems from the domain of computer vision to identify objects and actions depicted in images. These systems incorporate names of objects and actions as nouns and verbs while describing images [54] , [56] , [68] . This approach relies on the availability of efficient and reliable object and recognition systems which are limited in number for practical unconstrained settings.
Meta-data of images [42] alongwith multiple image characteristics like color and shape [61] , have been incorporated in image annotation systems.
The problem of image annotations has often been treated as multi-label problem while multiple labels are simultaneously employed in learning classifiers or dictionaries [41] , [95] , [110] . Our approach is to explore semantic meaning in relations among multiple labels in terms of themes. Previously, semantic information has been quantified and incorporated in image annotation systems in different ways [24] , [37] , [107] . Various modeling tools including hessian regularization [61] , multi-scale hypergraph [73] , matrix factorization [50] and support vector machines [108] have been employed in image annotation systems. An annotation system to deal with weakly labeled images is presented in [113] . For a psychological perspective, the problem of image annotation is basically the task of predicting simple 'entry-level' words for images. Ordonez et al. thoroughly explored the problem of translating encyclopedic categories into simple words to be assigned to images [74] .
Vast resources of social media websites have been employed to assist the task of automatic image annotation [106] , [114] . Blei et al. proposed the idea of modeling documents in a collection as mixture of latent variables through latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [13] . Various image annotation systems were based on LDA modeling of image databases [75] , [76] . In addition to visual contents, context can also aid the process of automatic image annotation. This idea is the basis for some context-sensitive image annotation systems that derive context information from various sources [96] , [97] . These systems employ computationally efficient relevance model and outperform various computationally more expensive systems.
B. Deep Convolutional Neural Networks
In recent years, deep convolutional neural networks (CNN) trained over ImageNet [28] have gained tremendous popularity for learning image representations for object identification [53] , [91] . Various systems that focus on the task of retrieving or producing sentence-like captions for images, use deep CNN and recurrent neural networks or long short-term memory networks [51] , [115] . Image annotation systems can still fulfill the needs of image search and retrieval systems by providing tags to be matched against users' queries while avoiding the time and computational complexity to generate sentence-like captions. Kiros et al. used deep representation of images for automatic image annotation [52] , [72] . While convolutional neural networks like [53] and [91] were designed to identify a single object label for images, deep and recurrent neural networks have been employed for multi-label ranking and classification problem [33] , [111] . Training a deep neural network requires availability of large training dataset, and is computationally extremely expensive. Our system employs only pre-trained deep CNN for representation learning.
C. Sparse Coding
Sparse coding is the process of learning a sparse representation of a signal in terms of coefficients of a set of basis signals or predictor variables. Tibshirani proposed LASSO (least absolute shrinkage and selection operator) that includes an 1 -norm penalty to induce sparsity and interpretability in the learned model [104] . Variations of this model have been proposed to incorporate any inherent structure among the predictor variables [90] . Such modeling is beneficial when the group structure carries semantic meaning.
The idea of sparse modeling has been explored widely in computer vision and image processing communities for feature selection and codebook generation [32] , [35] , [38] , [55] , [62] , [119] . Most of these systems treat individual visual features as predictor variables. Image classification and face recognition systems that deal with only a small number of class labels, incorporate sparse modeling by treating training images as predictor variables [31] , [112] . One of the datasets used to evaluate the system proposed in [112] contains faces of 38 individual. Hence, the size of the class labels' set is 38. Image annotation is a large labels' set problem with at least a few hundred words or labels in almost every popular image annotation dataset. Each item or image in image annotation datasets has multiple labels which is generally not the case with image classification and face recognition type problems. Several image processing systems incorporate some type of classification labels in the process of sparse coding. For example, systems dealing with image classification concurrently with image annotation are limited in their application as they require training data to have class labels in order to induce group structure in predictor variables [31] .
Sparse coding models learn sparse representation of a signal in terms of coefficients of a set of basis signals/ predictors. Tibshirani proposed LASSO (least absolute shrinkage and selection operator) that induces sparsity and interpretability in the learned model through 1 -norm penalty [104] . Variations of this model have been proposed to incorporate any inherent structure among the predictors, carrying semantic meaning [90] . Sparse coding has been previously used for feature selection, codebook generation and face recognition [18] , [31] , [35] , [38] , [55] , [112] . Most of the feature selection and codebook generation methods based on sparse learning treat individual visual features as predictor variable [18] , [38] . Some image classification methods dealing with small labels' set treat images as predictor variables [112] . Multilayer sparse coding systems have been used to classify and annotate images concurrently, but require class labels [31] to induce group structure among predictors.
The proposed system employs a multi-layer sparse coding framework inspired by [104] that treats images as predictor variables and performs coarse-to-fine or theme-to-word labeling. It extracts coarse labels, i.e., themes from the training data without requiring any prior knowledge regarding image classes.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND NOTATIONS
An image annotation system is given an image I and returns a set of appropriate words (V I = {v 1 , v 2 , ..., v B }) for that image. Training set J contains image-description pairs. Vocabulary set W contains words used in training images' descriptions (M = |W|, N = |J |). Our system splits the training data J into non-overlapping clusters such that all images of k th cluster C k ∈ C represent a certain theme in their visual and textual contents where C denotes the set of all themes (K = |C|).
The first layer of sparse coding identifies a set C I ⊂ C of themes related to the image I. The second layer of sparse coding is only fed the subset of training images J I ⊂ J where
The subset W I ⊂ W contains the words used in the descriptions of each J ∈ J I . The second layer of the system builds a fix-sized set
IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
In this section, we explain the details of each stage of the proposed system for automatic image annotation.
A. Preprocessing Stage
At the initial stage of the system, image representations are learned and themes among training items are identified such that the theme-structure and image representation scheme complement each other. 1) Visual feature extraction: Hand-crafted visual features based on low-level color and texture characteristics of images have been traditionally used for image classification and object detection. In some cases, high-level labels like detected objects are used as image representations for image annotation [54] , [68] . Recently, multilayer convolutional neural networks have been employed to automatically learn complex high dimensional mappings for input images, optimized to perform tasks like digit recognition and object detection. Such deep convolutional neural networks constitute end-to-end systems that process raw images, alleviating the need to define and extract suitable visual features for the task at hand.
LeCunn et al. first proposed such deep convolutional neural network (CNN) for digit recognition [58] . Deep CNN architectures, inspired by the network proposed in [58] , have been designed for object recognition [53] , [91] . CNN requires large sets of labeled data for proper training. Availability of ImageNet database provided such training set for object recognition. ImageNet is a very large database of images in which images are classified based on the objects they show [28] . A subset of ImageNet database containing images from 1000 different classes, has been popularly used to train CNNs for object recognition. Most of these classes represent common objects like 'car', 'bicycle', etc.
We employed the CNN proposed in [53] , trained over the ImageNet subset, for learning image representations. This CNN architecture included several convolutional, pooling and fully-connected layers. Each image is represented by 4096 coefficients of the last fully-connected (fc7) layer. Note that such pre-trained model is suited to extract image representations for image annotation as common object names used as ImageNet class labels, constitute a significant portion of the vocabulary used in image annotation datasets like IAPR TC-12 and ESP. We observed that approximately 60% to 65% of the vocabulary words for IAPR TC-12 and ESP datasets are either part of the ImageNet labels' set or are synonymous with some ImageNet label used for training CNN [53] .
2) Theme structure among training images: According to the concepts of information theory, "surprising" events, i.e., rare words have more information content than the "expected" events or the highly frequent words. This observation is also reinforced in the field of text mining where relatively rare words are deemed more important for search and retrieval than highly frequent words. Rare words are the distinctive properties of the documents they occur in [105] . For representing textual documents in a manner that assigns important and distinctive words higher weights than other words, tfIdf text representation was proposed.
We employ tfIdf scheme to represent textual descriptions of training images. Tfidf weight of i th word for j th image description equals
Ni (n j i : number of times i th word occurs in j th image description, N i : number of image descriptions that contain i th word.). Our system employs cosine similarity based hierarchical clustering to group training images based on tfIdf representations of their descriptions. Each cluster represents one theme. This type of clustering ensures that the images sharing the same set of distinctive words, i.e., the words with high tfIdf scores, are grouped together. Images of one group also tend to share a visual theme. Figures 1 and 2 show that a clear theme is apparent in visual contents of images of a group as well. We employed similar theme-structure definition in [96] as well, but this theme structure also complements image representations in the proposed model. Themes in training data are determined by the words associated with training images. In conventional image annotation datasets, names of common objects constitute a large portion of these words. A majority of class labels of the ImageNet subset used for training CNN, are the names of everyday objects. Thus, the theme structure and the CNN training are both based on words of similar nature. As a result, images of one theme share substantial similarity in their representations learned by ImageNet-trained CNN.
B. Multi-Layer Sparse Coding
The proposed system employs two layers of sparse coding to perform coarse-to-fine labeling. The first layer identifies the coarse labels in terms of relevant themes and the second layer predicts fine labels, i.e, word annotations for images.Both layers treat training images as predictors and the test image as the target signal. The first layer involves group structure among predictor variables or the training images and is responsible for coarse labeling of the test image with its relevant themes. The second layer produces the final output of the system in terms of fine labels or the words associated with the test image, in light of its relevant themes.
1) Group sparse coding for theme identification: Tibshirani proposed 'least absolute shrinkage and selection operator' or 'lasso' for estimation in linear models. Lasso minimizes some coefficients and sets others to exactly 0. It produces more interpretable models due to such behavior. Lasso has been shown to present favorable characteristics of both subset selection and ridge regression [104] .
Many variations of lasso model were proposed to incorporate problem-specific assumptions to improve accuracy. Group lasso assumes that features/predictor variables of a given problem are grouped, and problem has sparse effects both between groups and within groups. Simon et al. proposed a regularized linear regression model with 1 and 2 norms based penalties to incorporate group structure of predictor variables in the estimation process [90] . The first layer of sparse coding in the proposed system employs similar modeling scheme.
The training images are predictor variables and the test image is the target or the response. Themes are defined as groups of training images. Hence, the theme structure of training data defines the group structure of predictor variables required for application of group lasso model. The goal of this layer is to identify a set of appropriate themes for the test image. These themes are the coarse labels assigned to images. Since themes carry rich semantic and contextual meaning, relevant themes define a semantic background for the test image.
Each column of data matrix (A) contains CNN features of one training image. Images of the same theme are placed in adjacent columns. Test image I, in the form of CNN features, is the target variable. The cost is described as
The cost is regularized by two penalties. A penalty based on 1 -norm of the coefficients vector w induces sparsity in the learned model. Sparsity at group-level is induced by 2 -norm of the groups of coefficients belonging to each theme. This penalty ensures that as few groups or themes are assigned non-zero coefficients as possible. Weights assigned to the two penalty terms, i.e., λ 1 and λ 2 , indicate the emphasis put on each penalty term by the framework. In our approach, equal emphasis is put on all groups or themes, i.e., ∀k, φ k = 1 Themes corresponding to the coefficient groups with non-zero values are deemed relevant to the test image I. Training images of these themes assigned non-zero coefficient, are put in the subset J I . Words describing these images form the subset W I . In general, J I ⊂ J and W I ⊂ W. W I is the intelligently reduced labels set, specific to the themes of test image, that mitigates the adverse effects of the large size of labels set and improves the recall value (Equation 10). To prevent precision values from dropping, it is necessary that the subset W I contains all the labels or words that can be potentially related to the image I. Association of the image I with multiple themes avoids unnecessary limiting of the words' or the labels' set. The test image may show characteristics of multiple themes and should be processed in the light of all these themes. Each row of Table I shows one test image and sample images from the themes related to that test image. For example, test image of the last row of Table I shows a guitarist and a drum-set. One relevant theme to this image contains images of guitarists and the other contains images of drum-sets. 2) Regularized regression modeling for word prediction: We explained in the preceding section how themes or coarse labels are assigned to the test image. These coarse labels or themes define semantic background or context of the test image. The goal of the next layer of sparse coding is to assign fine labels to images in light of their semantic context defined by their relevant themes. Every word in the vocabulary set defines one fine label. This layer employs a sparse coding framework with one penalty term defined as 1 -norm of the estimated coefficients. This lasso-inspired modeling scheme is used to learn a model corresponding to every word in the vocabulary for every test image I. The implementation details are described as follows.
Test image I is treated as the target signal. Predictor variables are all the training images from set J I , with word v in their descriptions. These predictors form the set J Iv ⊂ J I which is representative of v ∈ W I . Columns of data matrix A Iv correspond to images of J Iv . The cost for word v with image I as target is defined as
This objective function is a linear regression model with 1 -norm of coefficients vector w v as penalty that induces sparsity in the learned model. The model described above tries to encode target signal, i.e., the test image I as a linear combination of the visual representatives of the word v ∈ W I . The quality of the estimated encoding of image I hints at the similarity between test image I and visual representation of word v. Let O = A Iv w v denotes the reconstruction of image I by the estimated model. We define cosine similarity between O and I as a measure of quality of the estimated model, i.e., the similarity between the test image I and visual representation of word v 1 .
A higher value of sim Iv indicates that the representative images of the word v can reconstruct the test image I with low error. It implies that the image I is visually similar to the training images that are tagged with the word v. Therefore, image I should also be annotated with the word v. One such model is learned for every word v ∈ W I . If V I is the set of B annotations for image I, then V I contains the top B words with respect to their sim Iv scores 2 .
V. EVALUATION
The proposed method is designed to deal with traditional settings of automatic image annotation problem which involve very large vocabulary sets and lack of availability of any additional labels. Therefore, we used the same datasets and evaluation measures as used by the previously proposed images annotation systems designed to work under these condition such as [29] , [30] , [34] , [52] , [97] , [107] .
We employed three popular image annotation benchmark datasets, i.e., the IAPR TC-12 3 , the ESP game 4 , and the Flickr30K 5 [116] . IAPR TC-12 contains 19846 images, taken by tourists and described in a few sentences. ESP consists of 21844 images tagged by ESP game. Flickr30K has about 31000 images, downloaded from Flickr 6 , showing people engaged in everyday activities. Five captions were collected for each image through crowd-sourcing.
We used TreeTagger 7 to tokenize, lemmatize and part-of-speech tag IAPR TC-12 and Flickr30K image captions. Frequently occurring nouns, verbs and adjectives are retained (every word occurring in more than one captions for any Flickr30K image is taken as its true label). Sizes of the vocabulary sets for IAPR TC-12, ESP and Flickr30K are 291, 268 and 316, respectively. Random subsets of 10% of the data are used as test sets for IAPR TC-12 and ESP dataset. 1000 randomly selected items are used to test Flickr30K. The same vocabulary and test sets have been previously used for evaluation for these datasets.
The IAPR TC-12 dataset contains 19846 images taken by tourists and carefully described in a few sentences. Each image description is processed through TreeTagger 8 for tokenization, lemmatization and part-of-speech tagging. Most frequently occurring nouns, verbs and adjectives are selected to form a vocabulary set W of size 291. A random subset containing 10% of the dataset is used for testing purposes. The same split of dataset into training and test set as well as the same vocabulary set has been used by various previously proposed methods for evaluation.
The ESP game dataset contains images tagged with words by the players of the ESP game. A smaller subset of this dataset containing 21844 items has been previously used as an image annotation benchmark dataset. We used the same subset for fair comparison against previously proposed methods. This subset has a vocabulary set W consisting of 268 unique words. Testing has been performed over a randomly picked subset consisting of 10% items of the dataset. Various previously proposed methods have used the same split of the dataset into training and test sets along with the same vocabulary set. The Flickr30K 9 [116] dataset contains approximately 31, 000 images collected from Flickr 10 that depict people engaged in everyday activities. Each image is associated with 5 captions collected through crowd-sourcing. This dataset has been previously used to test description retrieval systems and the systems generating sentence-like captions [51] , [65] , [109] . We annotated this dataset with individual words through the proposed method, as well as some previously proposed annotation methods, to evaluate how different methods adapt to datasets of different nature. Testing is performed over 1000 randomly picked images from the dataset. We used TreeTagger to tokenize, lemmatize, part-of-speech tag captions. Since every image is associated with 5 captions, every word that is present in more than one caption is taken as a valid annotation for the image. The vocabulary set W consists of 316 frequently occurring nouns, verbs and adjectives.
Training sets of all three datasets are divided into themes or clusters through the process described in Section IV-A2. Clusters with too few members are dropped such that the remaining clusters contain approximately 90% of the dataset. This process results in 771, 1346 and 1102 themes for IAPR TC-12, ESP game and Flickr30K datasets, respectively.
We used the same evaluation measures as employed by comparative annotation systems proposed in the past, i.e., mean precision per word (P), mean recall per word (R), mean F-measure (F ) 11 and the number of words with positive recall (N + ).
A. Experimental Results
Tables II, III and IV show performance of various image annotation systems over IAPR TC-12, ESP game and Flickr30K datasets, respectively. Rows of Tables II and III are grouped in terms of the approach of the methods. The first group of rows contain methods based on relevance models. The second group contains methods using nearest neighbor type algorithms. The third group contains systems using a variety of approaches from greedy label transfer [64] to random forests [30] and deep neural network based representations [52] of images. The fourth group shows performance of some previously proposed systems with deep CNN based image representations. The last row shows the proposed method that is built on deep CNN based representations and multi-layer sparse modeling.
Flickr30K dataset was introduced relatively recently as compared to IAPR TC-12 and ESP game datasets. Therefore, various image annotation papers have not reported results over this dataset. We evaluated various previously proposed systems along with our own method, over this dataset. 
B. Observations
Note that the precision can be increased for many systems at the cost of decrease in recall and vice versa. F-measure is a unified evaluation measure that incorporates the trade-off between precision and recall. As shown in Tables II, III and IV, our method outperforms almost all of the previously proposed approaches in terms of mean F-score for all datasets, while maintaining both high precision and high recall in a balanced fashion. It indicates that our system maintains its designed characteristics for a wide variety of datasets.
For IAPR TC-12 dataset, only 2PKNN-ML [107] performs slightly better than our system while being highly imbalanced in terms of precision and recall. The recall performance of our system is still better than corresponding value for 2PKNN-ML. Similar trend is noted for CCA-KNN [72] for ESP dataset. The performance of Sprase kernel CRM [70] seems to be imbalanced in the opposite direction, i.e., high recall and low precision. NMF-KNN [50] was designed to tackle the problem of imbalance in label frequency, i.e., frequencies of different words. Still, its performance is not balanced in terms of precision and recall.
A variety of visual features were evaluated in the past by image annotation systems, ranging from grid-based visual features [29] to normalized-cuts based blobs [40] . Our method includes a deep convolutional neural network at the initial processing stage to automatically learn visual representations for images. Such image representation has greatly improved the performance of image classification and character recognition systems [53] , [58] , [91] . Our approach reaps the rewards of effective image representation learning by using deep convolutional neural networks. DATASET We tested the previously proposed methods such as Scene-AIA and TagProp with the same image representation (denoted by 'fc7') as used by our model. It is obvious from Tables II, III and IV that our classifier outperforms previous methods even when they use the same image representation, proving the effectiveness of our sparse coding framework. TagProp is based on a nearest neighbor algorithm and was originally used with images represented by a combination of local and holistic features in [34] . For 'fc7' features, this system achieves higher recall and comparatively low precision as compared to its application over visual features described in [34] for IAPR TC-12 and ESP game datasets. For both types of image representations, precision and recall values are vastly different from each other and the F-measure is less than the value achieved by our classifier. Table V shows samples of the words assigned high and low recall values for all three datasets. It is evident that, in addition to frequently occurring words, words related to distinct visual themes or scenes (such as tennis match, bicycle race, soccer match) achieve better recall. This property can be attributed to the theme selection process of our framework. Number of clusters formed to represent the theme structure among a dataset seems to be an important hyper-parameter. We experimented with a wide range of numbers of clusters to see the effects of this hyper-parameter on the performance of the system. Our system employs hierarchical clustering with a cut-off threshold to form these clusters. This method leaves limited flexibility in the hands of the developer to change the numbers of generated clusters. Very small value of cut-off threshold results in the formation of single-member clusters corresponding to every data item. Very large value of cut-off threshold forces all data items to become members of a single cluster. Results shown in Tables VI indicate that within the allowed range of numbers of clusters, the performance of our annotation system remains stable for all three datasets. Mean F-score varies very little for a wide change in the numbers of clusters. 1) Precision for descriptive words: As explained in Section I, most annotation systems have a tendency to be more precise for highly frequent words only. On the other hand, words with rare-to-moderate frequency are considered more important in search and retrieval scenario [105] .
Since the annotation system proposed in this paper explicitly attempts at achieving a balanced response in terms of precision and recall, it succeeds in maintaining its performance for words with a wide range of frequencies. We present precision-vs.-frequency plots for the proposed system as well as previously proposed MBRM and TagProp systems in Figure 3 , to highlight this favorable characteristic of the proposed system.
Annotations are sorted in the ascending order of frequency for IAPR TC-12 dataset. Mean precision and mean frequency of sets of every 10 annotations are calculated. Lines fitted through the points representing these precision-frequency tuples (frequency along x-axis and precision along y-axis) are the precision-vs.-frequency plots. It is clear that our system maintains high precision for words with a wide range of frequencies. MBRM is highly precise for very frequent words only. The behavior of MBRM system is in compliance with the implications of Equation 10 . TagProp with sigmoidal modulation was designed to improve the performance of the system for rare words. It is evident that the difference between the precision of the system for very frequent and extremely rare words for TagProp is smaller than that of MBRM. Still, our system achieves the most stable performance over the whole word-frequency range.
The proposed system not only outperforms other annotation methods in overall mean precision and recall scores per word, but also performs much better than other systems for highly descriptive words of moderate frequency ('tennis', 'stadium', 'waterfall', 'cathedral', 'player'). Such words are more important for search and retrieval systems than highly frequent words ('sky', 'man', 'wall'). Most of the other systems tend to rely on precision of highly frequent words to improve overall performance.
2) Noise reduction: Images of one theme share distinctive words in their descriptions, and have similar visual contents and CNN-learned representations. The first layer of sparse coding lets only images of relevant themes pass to the second layer of sparse coding, implying that the second layer processes only training images that are visually and semantically similar to the test image. DATASET) In the second sparse coding layer of the proposed framework, a sparse coding model is learned for each word. One word does not strictly limit the variety of visual contents. The same word can be associated with vastly different images. Only of a subset of these images are relevant to the test image while others act as noise when linear regression model for the test image is being learned. In our framework, the first layer acts as a filter and removes images which are visually and semantically different from the test image, thus, making the next layer of sparse coding more effective by reducing the noise encountered by this layer. Table VII shows examples of images considered relevant to the given test image for a certain word, as well images deemed as noise under the same setting.
3) Theme Selection and Image Organization: As explained in Section IV-B1, a test image I may be associated with multiple themes. We observed that multiple themes associated with the given test image I usually represent multiple aspects of that image. No one theme can describe the image in totality but the combination of these themes successfully pinpoint contents of the given image.
The selected themes, in addition to annotated words, have huge potential for image database organization and management systems. Images can be linked to each other through common themes for easy access. Each link will represent certain aspect of the visual contents. A new image may be integrated with the database in such a way that every aspect of visual contents is identifiable by multiple links based on multiple relevant themes identified through group sparse coding. Figure 4 shows an example of a test image and samples from four of its relevant themes where each theme identifies a certain aspect of contents of the test image.
4) Time complexity: Multilayer sparse coding framework reduces time complexity of the system as the second layer has to deal with subsets of training data and vocabulary sets. A single layer sparse coding framework is essentially a special degenerate case of our model obtained by assuming that all of the training data belong to one theme. Consequently, this one theme is appropriate for every test image I and all of the training data is passed to the next layer of sparse coding (J I = J and W I = W). The system then needs to learn a regularized linear regression model for every vocabulary word over all training images tagged with that word. Our experiments indicate that the processing time per image for such a case can be up to an order of magnitude more than the proposed multi-layer model, depending on regularization parameters. Annotation accuracy is also lower than our model for challenging datasets such as Flickr30K. Flickr30K dataset is larger and more diverse than IAPR TC-12 and ESP datasets, implying more noise in training set for each word.
5) Analysis of Multi-Layer Sparse Coding Framework: One prominent characteristic of the proposed system is that it maintains its precision performance for words or labels with a wide range of frequencies while most of the previously proposed annotation systems tend to achieve better precision scores for high-frequency words or labels only. This property is a direct result of theme-based filtering of training data (J I ) and vocabulary set (W I ) at the first layer of sparse coding framework. As explained in Section IV-A2, themes are groups of training images sharing distinctive words with high tfIdf in their descriptions. Let v t denote a distinctive word with high tfIdf (such as 'cathedral' or 'waterfall' for IAPR TC-12 dataset) while v c denotes a common word with high frequency (such as 'man' or 'sky'). N vt and N vc denote the numbers of training images tagged with words v t and v c , respectively. Since v c is a high frequency word while v t is the distinctive property of a few The test image shows 'two dogs with the black dog holding a toy in his mouth'. Four related themes cover multiple aspects of image contents, e.g., 'two dogs', 'black dog', etc. for theme word v t , given the test image I. We know that the quality of the model estimated by lasso is directly dependent on the number of predictor variables or p. As explained in [15] ,
where w o denotes the true coefficient vector andŵ denotes the estimated coefficient vector. s o is the size of the activation set or the number of predictors which are assigned non-zero coefficients.
The proposed framework maintains its performance for words with a wide range of frequencies as the values of p for all vocabulary words are not as widely spread out for the second layer of sparse coding of the proposed framework as they are for the overall dataset. Many images tagged with highly frequent words are filtered out before the second layer of sparse coding, bring their corresponding p value closer to that of words with moderate frequency. For previously proposed annotation systems, larger training data is available corresponding to highly frequent words. Hence, they are able to learn more precise models for highly frequent words than the highly descriptive words of moderate frequency.
For the proposed framework, the design matrix A Iv may have high correlation among its columns as columns are training images that share themes in their visual and textual representation. Hebiri et al. thoroughly studied the effects of correlation in design matrix over lasso prediction [36] . They concluded that lasso prediction works well for any degree of correlation with suitable tuning parameters.
VI. CONCLUSION
Automatic image annotation is a challenging yet important problem. A solution to this problem can greatly improve the performance of image search, retrieval, archival and organization systems. Most image annotation systems suffer from imbalance in precision and recall scores, and report high performance in terms of average precision per word by being precise for high frequency words only. Such words are less important in terms of search and retrieval than the words with moderate frequency.
In this paper, we analyzed the properties of annotation systems as classifiers with vocabulary words as label. Our investigation concluded that simple random classifiers are prone to be highly precise for high-frequency words only while achieving low recall because of large number of labels available. Keeping these observations in mind, we propose a unique classifier that achieves a symmetric response with comparable precision and recall values while keeping both of them high. While our proposal is targeting the specific application area of image annotation [98] - [103] , the proposed principle of symmetric classifier has potential applications in diverse areas of image processing and computer vision, such as self-localization [21] , [45] , [49] , surveillance [43] , [44] , [48] , action recognition [3] , [5] - [8] , [14] , [85] - [87] , [92] - [94] , target localization and tracking [66] , [67] , [84] , [89] , shape description and object recognition [1] , [16] , [17] , [117] , image-based rendering [2] , [9] , [10] , [88] , image restoration [12] , [39] , [63] , [78] - [83] , and camera motion classification and quantification [4] , [19] - [23] , [46] , [47] , to name a few.
The proposed annotation system employs multiple layers of sparse coding treating training images as predictors and the test image as target signal. Training images are grouped in themes based on similarity in their distinctive textual components and visual similarity. The first layer takes advantage of this group structure among predictors and identifies themes relevant to the test image I. The next layer of sparse coding deals with reduced training and vocabulary sets, containing images and words belonging to the relevant themes only. This reduced vocabulary or labels' set results in balanced response in terms of precision and recall.
While the idea of sparse coding has been used frequently for image processing problems of codebook generation and face recognition, our system employs a unique multilayer sparse coding framework and large application scope for a large labels' set problem, i.e., image annotation, where each item is tagged with multiple labels. Our system performs systematic coarse-to-fine labeling without requiring coarse labels as prior knowledge. Coarse labels are automatically identified by our system in terms of themes present in available training data .
The proposed approach has been evaluated thoroughly over three popular benchmark datasets for automatic image annotation. The proposed system outperforms previously proposed annotation systems in terms of F-score which incorporates the tradeoff between precision and recall. The system also maintains high precision for words with a wide range of frequencies. As explained in terms of information theory, less frequent words are more important in terms of search and retrieval than highly frequent words. Our system is highly precise for such less-frequent words as well.
